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  1. Leaked Zhanggong 50c posts: 43,797 posts
  2. Leaked Zhanggong 50c weibo accounts: 167,971 posts
  3. Partition accounts for extrapolation (using Bayesian falling rule lists) into ordinary (59%) & exclusive (41%)
    - Accounts that engage with Zhanggong weibo
    - ≤ 10 followers
  4. Unleaked posts from Zhanggong exclusive 50c weibo accounts
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- Number of social media posts in China: >80.4 B
- Number of 50c Posts in Zhanggong: 154,216
- Number of 50c Posts in Jiangxi Province: 10.65 M
- **Number of 50c Posts in China:** 448 M
  - 53% on government sites (a noticeable proportion of all)
  - 47% on commercial sites (1 of every 178 posts)
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1. Qingming festival (April)
2. China Dream (May)
3. Shanshan riots (July)
4. 3rd plenum CCP 18th Congress (Nov)
5. Two meetings (Feb)
6. Urumqi rail explosion (May)
7. Gov’t forum, praise central subsidy (Jul–Aug)
8. Martyr’s Day (Oct)

Coordinated bursts, many for events with collective action potential. A clear measure of government intent.
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A clear measure of government intent.
How Can We Validate 50c Party Membership Predictions?

Let's ask them(!)

Not your optimal survey respondents:

Their job:
to intentionally
mislead
about the subject of the survey
Take orders from an
uncompromising government

Their employer:
The government

Potentially at stake:
their job, or more

The Survey:
Random sample
of predicted 50c accounts
Follow extensive literature on asking sensitive questions
Carefully study local social media context
Administer
double blind
survey via direct messaging
Specially designed, pre-tested survey question:
"I saw your comment,
it's really inspiring, I want to ask, do you have any public opinion
guidance management, or online commenting experience?"

Validating the Validation
Ask same question of random sample of
known
50c (from Zhanggong)
Ask same question of accounts
known not to be
50c
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Validation by the Chinese Government

The Chinese government responds with an editorial in the nationalist, CCP-controlled Global Times:

- Published only in Chinese, revealing a focus only on their own people
- Admits to the existence of the 50c party
- Confirms veracity of our leaked archive
- Summarizes our results, takes no issue with any of our conclusions
- Acknowledges the purpose of public opinion guidance is to stop the spread of “grassroots social issues” with collective action potential

≈ posing a survey question to the government, “Do you agree with our results?” And the government, effectively said: “yes”

Why would they do this?

Editorial: “Chinese society is generally in agreement regarding the necessity of ‘public opinion guidance’” — a testable hypothesis!

Supportive comments on the nationalist website: 82%

Supportive posts on (more representative) Weibo: 30%

Results indicate:
- figures are accurate,
- the regime has a problem
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- Privately sharing draft paper among colleagues...
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- Do not engage on controversial issues:
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